
 

 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

Seas and oceans, storm, lighthouse on a green island, storm, danger. The cover decorating the third big 

album of the British project Damanek entitled "Making Shore" brings to mind associations with great 

explorers. It shows a ship reaching its destination despite the danger surrounding it. It is a journey into 

the imagination about the unknown, a bit like Damanek's music, which is a journey through various 

genres of music. The creators of the band eagerly drew from numerous influences, creating another 

successful work in their discography. The album "Making Shore" provides as much emotion as we can see 

on its cover. 

The album features the three musicians known from the two previous albums, namely Guy Manning, 

Marek Arnold and Sean Timms, but it is important to note the absence of Daniel Mash, who we could hear 

in the Damanek recordings in 2017 and 2018. The bass section has therefore been taken over by Manning 

and the invited guests. The latter are in abundance on 'Making Shore', just as on the project's previous 

albums. However, Damanek's third album is the most extensive release of this multi-genre band to date. 

What we get here is almost 72 minutes of music spread over two parts, which consist of twelve tracks, 

although in fact we can also talk about eight numbers, as the last five form the multi-threaded 

composition 'Oculus'. 

So, it's worth starting immediately with the evoked progressive monstrosity. After all, 'Oculus' is the 

strongest card in the deck of tracks that make up 'Making Shore'. Lasting over nine minutes, the overture 

('Oculus Overture') is an instrumental celebration of sound. Filled with twists and turns, the structure of 

the piece offers the listener beautiful keyboard parts performed by Sean Timms, which, together with the 

effects, almost build a musical score for an unscripted film. Occasionally, oceanic vocalizations will be 

heard here, folk instruments interject, while guitars and percussion lazily mark successive transitions in 



the composition. The result is an atmosphere of mystery that draws you in to explore. The subsequent 

acts of 'Oculus' do not disappoint. A mellow, airy atmosphere emerges in "Act I: Spot the Difference?", 

where Guy Manning sings like a medieval bard, creating a smokescreen against the exploding instruments 

in "Act II: The Corridor". It is here that Damanek's musicians accelerate hard, rearing their rock claws but 

also coaxing the listener with instrumental touches bordering on blues and jazz. A fast, lively composition, 

it has its reflective moments, creating, in effect, an excellent complement to the first act. 

Like an oceanic voyage after the storm that was 'Act II: The Corridor', the sun is coming out. The Damanek 

musicians return to a gentle, soul-soothing sound in the third act 'Oculus'. Indeed, the listener here gets 

the effect of nature changing around him. The British band skilfully operates the tempo of the songs, 

creating a multi-coloured array of instrumental plays. In such a way, the composition of 'Act III: Passive 

Ghost' is a carefree drifting on an oceanic tide. You can close your eyes, stop and reflect on your life. A 

beautiful, subtly played ballad. The finale, on the other hand, is followed by 'Act IV: A Welcoming Hand'. 

At first it sounds a little juggernaut-like, then mysterious, before finally floating out into progressive 

spaces. The various accents are delightful - the saxophone parts played by Mark Arnold are pure poetry of 

sound. His solo in the middle of the piece is delightful. The composition finally accelerates, creating a 

strong stamp on the multithreaded creation that is 'Oculus'.   

A lot of interesting music can also be found in the first part of the album. In this versatility of Damanek - 

as was the case with the group's previous discs - it is sometimes difficult to find oneself. The feature that 

distinguishes Damanek is eclecticism. Thus, in the compactness of the work, we can hear dynamic, lively 

compositions, spiced with a hint of the orient ("A Mountain Of Sky", "Crown Of Thrones"), inspired by 

blues plays ("Back2Back", "Americana"), drawing on electronics ("Reflections On Copper"), or presented 

almost in the style of a fairy tale ("Oculus"). I am slightly less fond of the slower moments in the album's 

content, such as the ballad composition "Noon Day Candles", decorated with "astronomical" effects, and 

the nostalgic track "I Deep Blue (Sea Songs Pt. 1)". In both cases, the Damanek musicians added a little too 

much sweetness. In any case, the second mentioned composition has a continuation still in the distance of 



the first album. Much more lively, charged with great guitar and percussion plays, based on an interesting 

structure that gets broken in the middle part of the song, pushing the number into progressive spaces to 

once again add on instruments in the finale. What doesn't happen in the finale of "Crown Of Thrones (Sea 

Songs Pt. 2)"! A real musical no-holds-barred ride. 

 

It is worth mentioning that the album 'Making Shore' is filled with great spaces in which the 

instrumentalists give a display at the level of individual releases. The numerous guitarist wanderings ('A 

Mountain Of Sky', 'Back2Back'), the solo keyboard parts ('Americana'), or the saxophone played by Mark 

Arnold ('Reflections On Copper'), which is by no means the silent protagonist of this album, all sound 

capably. Added to this are the numerous breath taking moments in the previously mentioned track 

"Oculus". The work is exquisitely complemented by the omnipresent trumpet and flute parts, while in a 

vocal sense, the distinctive choruses also make an appearance. Ultimately, the album "Making Shore" is 

the best work in Damanek's discography. The band has recorded an extremely versatile, expansive album 

that progressive rock fans will experience a lot of great emotions with. It is, as I mentioned in the 

introduction, a real journey into the different directions of the progressive world. 

8/10 

 

 



 



 


